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Introduction
It was pleasing to see a good standard of responses from candidates in the seventh session
of the 6HI03 B examination. Many candidates wrote insightful comments which placed
them in the higher grade categories. The paper was divided into two sections: Section (A)
was an In-Depth Study question, and Section (B) an Associated Historical Controversy
question. Unfortunately, some candidates continue to write too much generalised comment.
As a consequence, their responses lacked precise analytical focus and detailed supporting
evidence. Examiners want to see candidates who can use the sources and their own material
effectively to answer the questions set.
Centres should note that the amount of space provided in the booklet for answers is more
than enough for full marks.
Although a few responses were quite brief, there was little evidence on this paper of
candidates having insufficient time to answer both questions. The ability range of those
entering was diverse but the design of the paper allowed all abilities to be catered for. As
expected, there were far more entrants for
B1 – France, 1786-1830: Revolution, Empire and Restoration
than for
B2 – Challenging Authority: Protest, Reform and Response in Britain, c1760-1830.
One pleasing trend is that very few candidates produced essays which were devoid of
analysis. The main weakness in responses which scored less well tended to be a lack of
sufficient knowledge, rather than lengthy descriptive writing without analysis. The paper
provided candidates with the opportunity to develop their essay writing and to include
source material as and when necessary.
There appears to be an increasing tendency for candidates to analyse and produce
judgements in the main body of the answer and have cursory conclusions. Candidates can
indeed sustain arguments by these means and this approach does not, in itself, prevent
access to the highest levels. However, in some cases, judgements on individual issues and
factors tended to be somewhat isolated, and ultimate conclusions were either only partially
stated or implicit. Consequently, candidates should be aware that considered introductions
and conclusions often provide a solid framework for sustained argument and evaluation.
The answers of a minority of less successful candidates in Section A suggested that they
lacked the detailed knowledge base required to tackle Questions 1 and 2 and produced a
catch-all commentary on the stipulated topic (rather than the specific issue), with obvious
repercussions. The best answers to these questions – and indeed those on the c1760-1830
British option - showed some impressive study of late 18th and early 19th French and British
history, with students producing incisive, scholarly analysis.
When attempting the Section (B) questions, a small number of candidates engaged more
with the general debate of the set controversy, rather than the specific demands of the
question and source package. This was most evident on Question 5, although it was still
a small minority. The candidates' performance on individual questions is considered in the
next section.
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Question 1
On Question 1, stronger responses had a sharp focus on the reasons for the fall of
Robespierre in 1794 and the extent to which this was caused by his desire to establish
a personal dictatorship (including his prominent role on the Committee of Public Safety,
attempts to establish his own police bureau, and the launching of the Cult of the Supreme
Being). Candidates offered balance in their answers and considered the role of other factors
such as the growing fear and revulsion created by the Terror, the opposition of the sanculottes following the Law of 14 Frimaire and the impact of economic problems. Weaker
answers offered little development on the reasons for the fall of Robespierre, or struggled
to focus on the stated factor of his desire to establish a personal dictatorship. Low scoring
candidates also offered narratives with weak links to some aspects of Robespierre’s fall but
no real consideration of the role played by his desire for personal dictatorship.
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Examiner Comments

This Level 2 response illustrates two typical
weaknesses of low-scoring essays (1) it relies
heavily on general statements about the fall of
Robespierre which lack detail and depth (2) the
range of factors considered is rather limited.

Examiner Tip

To gain high marks on the Depth Study
question you must have sound subject
knowledge. Check the specification for
the key topics.
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Question 2
On Question 2, stronger responses had a sharp focus on how far Napoleon’s domestic reforms
were primarily designed to consolidate changes introduced during the Revolution. More able
candidates offered balance in their answers and considered other motives such as Napoleon’s
determination to consolidate his own power. This included consideration of the motives
behind relevant developments or issues such as links with the Papacy, return of émigré
aristocrats, the Civil Code, reforms in education, secularisation of Church lands, and legal and
administrative reforms. Weaker responses tended to offer narratives about Napoleon’s major
domestic measures between 1799 and 1807 with few or no links to the issue of consolidating
‘the changes introduced during the French Revolution’. At the lower levels, descriptive
responses were likely to focus overwhelmingly on one or two measures such as reforms in
education or restoration of links with the Papacy. A few low scoring candidates produced
responses with weak or no development of other motives for the reforms.
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Examiner Comments

This candidate has produced a Level 4 answer
by offering detailed knowledge within a focused
analytical structure. Care has been taken to
(1) focus on the key issue of consolidating
changes introduced during the revolution and
(2) develop the argument across several areas
(e.g. education, dictatorial power, actions against
opponents and policy on religion). Consequently
the response has good range and depth.
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Question 3
On Question 3 the strongest responses assessed in depth how far the reform movement
before 1785 possessed support or influence. These answers tended to focus on Wilkes,
Wyvil, Burke, the Association Movement and the Rockingham Whigs, and also considered
the impact of other broader issues in the ‘neither influence nor support’ debate (e.g.
relations with America, resentment of George III and the growing importance of commercial
and industrial centres). Weaker responses offered little in the way of real knowledge or
development concerning the support given to, and the influence of, the pre-1785 reform
movement in Britain. Other low scoring answers drifted quickly from the time frame of the
question and offered accounts of the reform movement in the 1790s. A few possessed a
very narrow range, focusing merely, for example, on the career of Wilkes.
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Examiner Comments

This Level 1 response illustrates two
typical weaknesses of the lowest scoring
essays (1) it relies heavily on general
and largely descriptive statements about
John Wilkes rather than developing a
range of different detailed points for
analysis (2) it is rather short

Examiner Tip

If you use the key phrases from
the question throughout your
essay, this will help you to write
a relevant analytical response.
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Question 4
On question 4, the strongest responses had a confident grasp of why the Tory governments
of the 1820s first opposed and then supported Catholic Emancipation. Reasons for early
opposition (e.g. perceived threat to the Protestant ascendancy, little pressure to pass
such a measure) and later support (e.g. impact of Daniel O’ Connell and the Catholic
Association, Wellington and Peel’s pragmatic conversion) were well developed. Such
responses demonstrated good range and depth on ‘opposition’ and ‘support’ causes. Weaker
responses tended to offer a descriptive account of the Tory government’s attitude and
actions regarding Catholic Emancipation in the 1820s with few or no links to the question
‘why opposition then support’. Other low scoring answers relied heavily on unsubstantiated
assertions which lacked range and depth. A few focused solely on the events of 1828-29
which led to the passing of the Catholic Emancipation Act.
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Question 5
On Question 5, the strongest responses were firmly focused on the issue of foreign threats
to the Revolution in accounting for the downfall of the monarchy. The latter was linked to the
other factors raised in the sources (e.g. the impact of the flight to Varennes and economic
problems) or drawn from candidates' own knowledge. More able candidates also offered
some balance in examining the debate and were likely to recognise the interaction of factors
or links between the sources. Weaker answers tended to generalise about the reasons for
the downfall of the French monarchy in 1792 without offering specific development on
‘Foreign threats to the Revolution’. Alternatively, lower scoring responses simply described
the evidence for the end of the monarchy presented in the three sources with little or no
integration of own knowledge for support.
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Examiner Comments

This Level 5 response offers a precisely
focused analysis of the reasons for the
collapse of the constitutional monarchy in
France in 1792. Strong range and depth is
evident. The source arguments deployed
are reinforced with detailed support
throughout and the essay is rounded off
with a clear judgement in the conclusion.
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Examiner Tip

During the planning stage, after you have
identified the key issues raised by the
sources, add your own knowledge to these
points. That way, you will find it easier to
integrate the two elements in the essay.

Question 6
On Question 6, stronger responses identified and developed arguments for and against the
proposition from the sources, and considered to what extent had Napoleon’s ‘important
lessons’ for his enemies consequent on the fall of the French Empire. More able candidates
weighed this stated factor against the impact of others covered in the sources (such as the
Russian campaign and the Continental System), integrating their own relevant knowledge.
Weaker responses tended to adopt a weak 'potted' summary approach to the sources or
else included little or no own knowledge in support of their argument. Low scoring answers
also uncritically accepted a familiar viewpoint (e.g. the damaging impact of the Russian
campaign) and failed to consider properly the other arguments set out in the sources.
Largely narrative accounts of Napoleon’s later campaigns figured at this level too.
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Examiner Comments

This Level 3 response illustrates two common
limitations in answers to the Controversy
question. Although the candidate cross
references the sources, the links are often
superficial and only modest own knowledge is
added to develop the argument. The extracts
need to be more rigorously cross-referenced and
more detailed with own knowledge included.
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Examiner Tip

When planning your answer, read
through the sources carefully and list
all the support and challenge points
you can. This will help you to crossreference effectively in your answer.

Question 7
On Question 7, stronger responses demonstrated a firm grasp of the controversy and
assessed the source arguments regarding how far firm government action prevented a
serious challenge to the British political system (1815–20). Own knowledge was often
extensive, although this was not a definite requirement. More importantly, it was firmly
tied to addressing the debate within the sources (e.g. the government acted firmly to preempt a serious challenge, radicals and revolutionaries faced other major obstacles), and key
measures and events (such as the Six Acts, Peterloo and the Cato Street conspiracy). Good
understanding of the relationship between the sources and exploration of these links using
own knowledge was also found at the higher levels. Weaker candidates often produced (1)
a largely unsupported commentary on government action in Britain in the period 1815–20
which was inadequately linked to the sources provided (2) a basic 'potted' source by source
commentary with little or no cross-referencing which prevented the development of a
support/challenge approach (3) a generalised narrative account of government measures in
the immediate post-1815 period in Britain which barely addressed the question.
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Examiner Comments

This Level 4 response integrates source
material and the candidate's own knowledge
to good effect. The key arguments in
the sources are identified, examined and
extended (with own knowledge) to develop
the argument. The conclusion also makes
a clear judgement about the relative
importance of 'firm government action'.

Examiner Tip

Plan your answer around all the
key issues raised by the sources
and pick out useful quotations
from each extract. That way, you
won’t overlook, or oversimplify,
any of the sources when writing
your response.
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Question 8
On Question 8, stronger responses had a good understanding of the controversy concerning
the extent to which the labouring classes benefited from the ‘wealth and opportunities’
created by the new industries. The source arguments (increased consumption between
1800 and 1850, the economic and social dislocation created by industrialisation and
rising living standards for an increasing minority of the working classes) were used
with some confidence although there was often uneven development. Candidates' own
knowledge at the higher levels was often extensive but this was not a definite requirement.
More importantly, it was firmly tied to addressing the debate within the sources. Good
understanding of the relationship between the sources, and exploration of these links, using
own knowledge, was also found here. Weaker candidates tended to produce (1) a largely
unsupported commentary on the impact of the Industrial Revolution on the British labouring
classes between 1780 and 1830 (2) a basic 'potted' source by source commentary with little
or no cross-referencing which prevented the development of a support/challenge approach
on the ‘benefited’ issue (3) a generalised narrative account of the Industrial Revolution and/
or working class life from 1780 to 1830 which barely addressed the question.
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Examiner Comments

This Level 2 response has three major weaknesses. First, the candidate simply
extracts points from the sources but does not really develop or cross-reference
them in a rigorous manner. Second, there is only limited supporting evidence
drawn from the candidate's own knowledge. Third, it is very short.
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Paper Summary
Based on the performance of this paper, candidates are offered the following advice:
In Depth Study question
•

Candidates must provide more factual details. Candidates need to ensure their subject
knowledge conforms to the specification. Weaker responses usually lacked range and/or
depth of analysis.

•

Stay within the specific boundaries of the question – for example, some candidates
explored issues outside of the relevant time periods.

•

More candidates would benefit from planning their answers more effectively.

•

In order to address the question more effectively, candidates need to offer an analysis,
not provide a descriptive or chronological account. Many candidates produced answers,
which were focused and developed appropriately.

•

Some candidates need to analyse key phrases and concepts more carefully.

•

Some candidates could have explored links and the interaction between issues more
effectively.

Associated Historical Controversy question
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•

The students who performed best on Section B tended to be those who read the sources
carefully, accurately and critically; recognised themes and issues arising from the
sources, then used these to address the question. Some candidates potentially limited
themselves by closing off potential areas of enquiry by seeking to make the evidence of
the sources fit the contention in the question, without full thought to the issues within
the sources, or by using the sources to illustrate arguments without relating evidence to
other sources or own knowledge.

•

Candidates need to treat the sources as a package to facilitate cross-referencing and
advance a convincing line of argument. Many weaker candidates resorted to 'potted'
summaries of each source which failed to develop a support/challenge approach.

•

Candidates need to integrate the source material and their own knowledge more
effectively to substantiate a particular view. Weaker responses were frequently too
reliant on the sources provided and little or no own knowledge was included.

•

Candidates should avoid memorised 'perspectives' essays and base their responses on
the issues raised by the sources instead. The Associated Historical Controversy question
is an exercise in interpretation, not historiography.

•

There were very few really weak responses. The impression was that the substance
of the source at least enabled candidates offer some development and supporting
evidence. In such cases, candidates often struggled to extend issues with own
knowledge, or really analyse the given views.

•

There was a correlation between those candidates who reviewed all sources in their
opening paragraph and high performance. Whilst a telling introduction is not essential,
the process of carefully studying the sources to ascertain how they relate to the
statement in the question, prior to writing the main analysis, allows candidates to clarify
and structure their arguments.
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Grade Boundaries
Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on this link:
http://www.edexcel.com/iwantto/Pages/grade-boundaries.aspx
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